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HARMONICS Welcome
Harmonised Assessment of Reliability of MOdern
Nuclear I&C Software
Euratom Fission-2010-7.0.2:
Reliability of programming for automation
HARMONICS End user workshop, April 17-18, 2012, Helsinki

Jan-Erik Holmberg, VTT
Coordinator of HARMONICS
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Tuesday April 17th, 2012
Opening of the workshop and of the session at 13:00
Welcome address, Round table introduction of each participant
Introduction to the HARMONICS and RAVONSICS projects
Overall presentation of the research tasks in WP1-WP4
WP1 (Users Needs) & WP4 (Evaluation)
Presentation and results
Preparation of the group discussion
Break at 15:00
Discussion in groups
Presentation of groups conclusions
Round table discussion
Session ends at 17:00
Dinner at 19:00 Suomenlinna maritime fortress
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Wednesday 18th, 2012, Morning Session
Session starts at 09:00
Summary of Day 1
Welcome address by EURATOM
RAVONSICS technical presentation
Break at 10:25-10:45
WP2 (Methods) & WP3 (Case Studies)
Introduction
Safety justification framework
Global Example: Application to an overall I&C architecture
Detailed example: Application to a specific I&C function
Lunch at 12:00-13:00
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Wednesday 18th, 2012, Afternoon Session
Session starts at 13:00
Common Regulatory Positions
WP2 and WP3, Continued - Challenging issues
Software architecture analysis
Statistical testing
Quantification of software failure probabilities
Break at 14:30-14:50
Round table comments from members of EUG
Project responses
Workshop conclusion
Session and workshop end at 16:00
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Workshop proceedings
To be prepared soon after the workshop
Summary of discussions
Presentations as attachments
Public HARMONICS deliverable to be electronically available
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Workshop logistics
Lunch breaks, coffee breaks
Meeting room locking during breaks
WLAN (SSID: BWKAT, Key: 1837hotel2007)
Dinner at 19:00 Suomenlinna maritime fortress
Everybody attending the dinner must be at point B
(Kauppatori) 17:50!!
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Workshop objectives
Nuclear I&C standards development and harmonisation has been
going on for over 25 years but still we have category A I&C
systems that are different in every country. Why is that?
Is this due to
fundamental technological obstacles
regulatory inflexibility
differences in utility requirements
deficiencies in vendors’ practices
demanding business requirements?
The workshop aims at discussing the challenges with V&V,
reliability assessment and safety justification with the industry in
order to foster an international consensus based on a sound
scientific and technical approach
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HARMONICS overview
Harmonised Assessment of Reliability of MOdern
Nuclear I&C Software
Euratom Fission-2010-7.0.2:
Reliability of programming for automation
HARMONICS End user workshop, April 17-18, 2012, Helsinki

Jan-Erik Holmberg, VTT
Coordinator of HARMONICS
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Background
The reliability and safety of the computer-based systems that implement safety functions
are critical issues for safe and economic operation of nuclear power plants
Software can usually not be proven to be completely defect-free, postulated residual
defects could be suspected of leading to common cause failure that could defeat
redundancy and defence-in-depth
Differences in current national safety justification principles and methods restrict cooperation and hinder the emergence of widely accepted best practices
They also prevent cost sharing and reduction, and unnecessarily increase licensing
uncertainties, thus creating a difficult operating environment for utilities, vendors and
regulatory bodies
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Motivation for a new research project
Given the experience with nuclear-related and software-based
systems worldwide, there is now the possibility of using empirical
reliability data in a way that has not been feasible before
Advances in computer power and testing techniques means that
simulated experience and statistical testing are becoming more
practicable as forms of evidence
Advances have also been made, and practical experience
gained, in several other domains, such as software formal
verification, defensive measures to tolerate postulated residual
software faults, and safety justification frameworks
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Recent EU R&D efforts in the field — CEMSIS
Cost-effective modernisation of systems important to safety
Advice to those involved in control system refurbishment projects
Guidance on requirements definition, construction of safety
justification, and pre-qualification of COTS
Increased harmonisation of regulatory practises across Europe
was stimulated
The deliverables are available at: www.cemsis.org
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Recent EU R&D efforts in the field — BE-SECBS
Benchmark Exercise on safety evaluation of computer based systems

The different approaches to software safety
assessment were compared, making use of same
reactor safety system test case
QA process, Requirements specification, System
specification, Detailed design, Source code, Testing,
and Quantitative reliability analysis
Regulatory requirements were based on IEC 60880.
In addition relevant assessment tools were used
Harmonisation of EU approaches, promoting
standards’ development
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HARMONICS Objectives
To ensure that the nuclear industry has well founded and
up-to-date methods and data for assessing software of
safety systems of Gen-II and Gen-III NPPs
To propose a more systematic and consistent, but also
realistic and practical, approach to software assessment
To address aspects of the software and system lifecycle,
needed to build independent confidence on software
(independent V&V)
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Partners

RAVONSICS

HARMONICS

No.

Participant organisation name

Country

1

VTT

Finland

2

Électricité de France (EDF)

France

3

Institute for Safety Technology (ISTEC)

Germany

4

Adelard LLP (ADEL)

UK

5

Swedish Radiation Safety Authority (SSM)

Sweden

1

State Nuclear Power Automation System Engineering Corp. (SNPTC/SNPAS)

China

2

Nuclear and Radiation Safety Center (NRSC)

China

3

Institute for Standardization of Nuclear Industry

China

4

Harbin Engineering University

China

5

CNNC Jiangsu Nuclear Power Corp.

China

6

China Techenergy Co., Ltd. (CTEC)

China

7

Shanghai Automation Instrumentation Co., Ltd (SAIC)

China
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Scope
(1) independent V&V of software (IV&V)
(2) software safety justification
(3) quantified evaluation of the software-related
aspects of system reliability

Application
Software
Application
Specific Software
Standard Elementary Functions

Operating System
Operating System

Application Software

Plant transient condition
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Main steps
1. Clarification of needs, practices and
experiences
2. Development of common approaches to
the assessment and justification of the
reliability of safety-critical software
3. Test of the approaches in case studies
4. Assessment of results from the case
studies
5. Dissemination of results

2011 2012 2013

2014

RAVONSICS 2012-2015
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Progress beyond the state of the art

The project will address the difficult issue of justifying claims about
I&C software contribution to the reliability of a protection function,
claims that are likely to be dominated by CCF contribution
This is still a difficult area because there is no international or
scientific consensus
In addressing this issue, the project will also have to consider the
broader set of claims that need to be made about the software
systems
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Progress beyond the state of the art –
software V&V
Going beyond current limits of statistical testing for very high reliability claims
Identification of failure mechanisms not well covered by statistical tests
Justification of the reduction of the number of tests necessary for a given reliability claim
Justification of the use of simulation for statistical testing
Verification of software behaviour and design features
Classification of the software failure and software CCF mechanisms
Identification of behaviours and design features that can preclude particular classes of
failure mechanisms
Means to verify, and provide evidence of correct implementation
Incorporation of the evidence into the claims
Software requirements
Software aspects of
validation
validation
specification
Formal verification of system and application software
Methods and means for formal verification of complex
electronic designs, which are typically concurrent and
asynchronous

(10)

(6)

verification
Software design
(7)

validation

Software aspects of
integration (9)

verification
Implementation of new software in
general-purpose language
(7.1.2)
Implementation of new software in
application-oriented language
(7.1.3)
Configuration of pre-developed
software and devices
(7.1.4)
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Progress beyond the state of the art –
Safety Justification
To improve safety justifications by integrating three approaches to
get a coherent process for justifying software-based systems
The explicit consideration of a broader set of potential
challenges to safety
The prioritisation of these challenges based on risk
significance, operating experience, and engineering judgment
The identification and quantification of sources of uncertainty
in the V&V activities, including tests and analysis.
The analysis of software failure mechanism
Characterising the justification of the quality of development
process and providing explicit links to the reliability case
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Progress beyond the state of the art –
Software reliability
To develop approaches and understanding so that the safety
justification can include evidence of reliability from statistical
testing, and quantitative software reliability methodology
The role of statistical testing given the other V&V activities
The role of testing given the low numerical targets
required
The role of particular software behaviour and design
features that can limit or even preclude specific failure
mechanisms
The nature of the arguments that will be used to
demonstrate reliability of the system
The role of operational experience in providing
confirmation of reliability and an indication of possible
vulnerabilities in the components used
To give a special attention to the “BE-SECBS approach”
A software assessment method whose results could be
used in PSA

Requirements
specification

Concepts design

Detailed design

SIVAT Simulation

Code generation

APPLICATION CCODE

Code compilation
and linking
TARGET SYSTEM
SOFTWARE
ERBUS Testing

PLATFORM
SOFTWARE

Platform software
process

Operational
experience
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Impact for all parties concerned
Added value in terms of better use of resources
Large scale cost savings and improved safety and reliability can be
achieved only agreeing on things internationally
Deeper understanding of shared problems
In the digital I&C field , both sides are facing similar challenges
More effective cross-fertilisation
Different stakeholders from EU and China
Development of common modes of work and approaches to safety and design
In order to avoid situations were implementation and commissioning of
computer-based systems is substantially delayed due to mutual insufficient
understanding of common problems
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Stakeholders
Close co-operation between the EU and China
It will take into consideration the different views, practices, and
requirements of the participating countries
End user and advisory group has been constituted with other
interested stakeholders (utilities, regulatory bodies, suppliers) to
review and give feedback on the project work.
Aim is to reach an international consensus based on a sound
scientific and technical approach
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Memberships in international working group
Working groups
VTT

OECD/NEA/WGRISK (task leader on taxonomy for failure modes of digital I&C
systems)
IAEA TWG-NPPCI

EDF

IEC SC65A, SC45A (working with standards IEC 61226, 61513, 60880, 62138,
62340, 61500, 62566)

ISTec

IEC SC45A
OECD/NEA COMPSIS (chairman)
IAEA TWG-NPPCI
European regulators/TSO Task force on Safety Critical Software

Adelard

EWICS (chairman) (drafted IEC 60880, 61508)
IAEA advisory group on software safety important to nuclear safety
ASCNI

SSM

IEC TC45
European regulators/TSO Task force on Safety Critical Software

In addition, the end users form an important network to various international working groups
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Dissemination
A public case study, public summaries of the WP2 and WP4
End user and advisory group will be invited to follow the project, public
project workshops will be organised
1. Workshop
Information will be forwarded to and communication established with
in April 2012
various work groups
In Helsinki
IAEA, IEC, NEA, MDEP, WENRA
Members of the project are active contributors to these work groups
Status presentations in the NUGENIA (former NULIFE) Network meetings
Journal and conference papers presenting the methods and the results
TOPSAFE-2012, PSAM11/ESREL2012, NPIC-HMIT-2012, …
A web site (http://harmonics.vtt.fi)
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End User Group’s role
To review and give feedback on the project work
End user needs questionnaire 2011-12
Can suggest cases and methods for the project (ASAP)
Workshops
2012, 2014
Possibly similar workshops in China
Review of selected method and case study reports (2013-14)
Evaluate the overall success of the project (2014)
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RAVONSICS BRIEF INTRODUCTION
Dai Ruidong
2012.04.17
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Background: Nuclear Industry in China
NEEDS & NECESSITY:
1. Great Energy Demands for Economic Development.
2. Low-carbon & Low-cost Requirements.
3. As Strategic Energy of a Country.

Nuclear Power is still the best choice for China.

Background: Original Planed NPPs

/

Background: After Fukushima Accident
Follow-up by Chinese Gov:
1. Emphasis of SAFETY
2. Suspend of the approval of all new
NPPs` constructions in China.
3. Comprehensive Safety Inspection of all
current NPPs.
Current Attitude:
1. Development of Nuclear Power safe and efficient.(Government
Work Report, Beijing, 2012, by Chinese Prime Minister)
2. Improve the safety of nuclear power facilities; Increase the
overall level of nuclear safety.(Nuclear Safety Summit, Seoul,
2012, by Chinese President)

Background: Latest News
Although still some suspect or argumentations exist in China, the
latest common opinion are for example:
1

Emphasis of safety.

2, “ Based on my personal judgment, Chinese government will
start to continue the approval of new NPPs` constructions this
year or even in the early time of this year.”
In the Press Conference of CPPCC (Chinese People's Political
Consultative Committee), Beijing, March, 2012, by Mr. Wang
Binghua, as Chairman of the Board of SNPTC & Deputy to the
People`s Congress.

Background: Temporary Summary

According to above descriptions:
1. Reliability is a critical issue for the Sustainable development
of nuclear industry in China.
2. China: Big market in nuclear domain but also need more
methods for safety confidence building.

Background: Why RAVONSICS needed?

About reliability and safety of NPPs in China:
1. Great interest and huge demands exist.
2. Bottleneck in the aspect of SW reliability analysis
technologies.
3. Without practical and common-accepted examples and
guidelines available for share.

Background: Keywords

RAVONSICS:
Reliability And V&V Of Nuclear Safety I&C Software

Keywords:
Reliability; V&V; Safety; Software
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Objectives of RAVONSICS
1. Investigation of current status & technical gap between China
and worldwide, especially with European side, in the aspect
of SW reliability & V&V technologies.
2. Further researches on some critical technologies & how to
make use of them in practical cases.
3. Try to formulate a practical and common-accepted analysis
framework based on achievements and experiences of
Chinese partners.
4. Construction a communication platform among different
stakeholders both in China and worldwide.

Research Contents & Focus
1. Investigation of Chinese current technical status and technical
gap.
2. SW V&V Technologies.
Especially for FPGA.
Main focus on formal verification technologies and
statistical technologies.
3. Reliability Assessment Technologies.
Main focus on Multilevel Flow Model(MFM).
4. Safety Evaluation
Goal-based, Rule-based & Risk-informed.
5. Construction of a demonstration system as research and testing
platform.

Chinese Organizations
Name of Organization
State Nuclear Power Automation System
Engineering Company
Harbin Engineering University
Institute for Standardization of Nuclear
Industry
Jiangsu Nuclear Power Corporation
Shanghai Automation Instrumentation Co.,
Ltd
China Techenergy Co. Ltd

Acronym
SNPAS
HEU

Role
Vendor;
Project Coordinator
University;
Project Scientific
Coordinator

ISNI

Institute

JNPC

User

SAIC

Vendor

CTEC

Vendor

* Besides, RAVONSICS plan to invite some Chinese senior experts for more advices & proposals.
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Current Status
Coordination Aspect:
1. Project approved by Chinese Atomic Energy
Authority(CAEA)in the end of 2011.
2. The 1st RAVONSICS Internal Working Meeting and 1st
Technical Discussion Meeting,
Shanghai, Feb.25,2012 - Feb.27,2012.
Final discussion on items of Chinese Consortium
Agreement(CA).
Discussion on items of Chinese and European
Coordination Agreement(CooA).
Discussion and clarify of research contents.

Current Status (cont.)
Coordination Aspect:
3. Signature of CA in the middle of March, 2012.

Current Project Status (cont.)
Coordination Aspect:
4. Discussion with lawyer about items in CooA, Beijing,
March,26-March,28, 2012.
Hopefully CooA can be signed quickly in the near future.

Current Status (cont.)
Technical Research Aspect:
1. Questionnaire section about “Investigation And Analysis
Report of Advanced Reliability Assessment And Verification
Technology ”almost finished. The questionnaire is being
analyzed. Final report will be issued by the end of 2012.
2. Standards Research And Analysis of Software Reliability and
V&V Technology already started & is ongoing.
3. Selection of research cases started.

Thank you for your attention.
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HARMONICS
Overall WP1-WP4 Presentation
Euratom Fission-2010-7.0.2:
Reliability of programming for automation
HARMONICS End user workshop, April 17-18, 2012, Helsinki

Nguyen Thuy, EDF R&D
HARMONICS Scientific Coordinator
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Overview of HARMONICS Work Structure
WP6

WP5

Management

Dissemination

WP1

Needs,
practices,
experiences

WP2
Methods
development
Needs
related
criteria
Method related
criteria

WP3
Case studies

Results

WP4
Method
assessments

WP7
RAVONSICS
cooperation
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WP1 – Needs, Practices and Experiences
Objectives
Establish a common base for the project by exchanging
information, knowledge, and experiences with other stakeholders
Two main tasks
T1.1: Kick-off workshop
T1.2: Analysis of state-of-the-art and needs
Deliverables
D1.1: Proceedings of the kick-off workshop (Month 3)
D1.2: Needs analysis report addressing the needs on safety-critical
software reliability assessment and V&V (Month 18)
WP leader: VTT
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T1.1 Kick-Off Workshop
Kick-off workshop organized on March 23-25 in Shanghai, hosted
by SNPAS
Deliverable D1.1 is the Proceedings of the kick-off workshop
Expectations of CAEA and Euratom
Introduction of each partner
Expectations
Role and main tasks in the project
WP descriptions
Delivered on month 4
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T1.2 State-of-the-Art and Needs
Questionnaire to all participants and end user group
Needs and expectations for the project
State of the art and needs of safety-critical software reliability
assessment and V&V
Use of standards
Lessons learnt from current practices and from previous Euratom
FP6 research projects (CEMSIS, BE-SECBS) in the same area will
be taken into account
Deliverable D1.2 is the Needs analysis report
Address the needs on safety-critical software reliability
assessment and V&V
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WP2 – Methods Developments
Three main main tasks
T2.1: Verification methods
T2.2: Safety justification frameworks
T2.3: Quantification of systematic reliability
HARMONICS deliverables
D2.1: Report - Verification methods investigated and
corresponding means (Month 24)
D2.2: Report - Incorporating direct evidence and quality of
development into the safety justification (Month 36)
D2.3: Report - Proposed analytical approach to quantification
of the software reliability (Month 36)
WP leader: ADELARD
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T2.1 – Verification Methods - SCOPE
Funct.
Spec

Design
Design Verification

Independent Test,
Integration, Validation

Excellence of Production

Diverse Verification of
Completed System

Independent Confidence Building
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T2.1 – Verification Methods
Main focus on Category A, where expectations are the highest
Term ‘‘Software’’ in a wide interpretation
Conventional software in general-purpose languages
HDL designs for FPGA-based solutions
Functional block diagrams
Not only single-task software, but also software of multi-tasking,
distributed systems
Direct evidence that key properties are satisfied
Formal verification
Statistical testing
Need to provide indisputable functional requirements specifications
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T2.1 - Verification Methods: Formal Verification
Functional
& Timing
Properties

Integrity
Properties

Structural
Properties

(freedom from
intrinsic faults)

On Models
Software: C code,
functional diagrams

Software

Software

Software

FPGA

FPGA

FPGA

Equivalence of Implementation
with respect to verified Model(s)

FPGA : VHDL

On final implementation
Software: executable
binary
FPGA : Burn List
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T2.1 - Verification Methods: Statistical Testing
Need to improve ‘oracles’
Minimise errors common to the tested system and the oracle
Minimise ‘false alarms’ (for which human analysis is needed)
Need to improve 'practical' aspects
Simulation-based testing
Tested
System
Clarify role in safety justification
Complementary use of
statistical testing and
formal verification
System Inputs
System Outputs

Test Case
Generator

Test
Cases

Test
Bench

Oracle
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T2.2: Justification Frameworks
Different approaches to justifying a
Category A system
Claims – Argument – Evidence
Goal-based
Rule-based
Risk-informed
Use of evidence
Formal verification
Dynamic / static analysis
Operational experience
Statistical testing
Indirect (quality controls, etc)

Claim

Argument

Evidence

Evidence

Evidence
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T2.3: Quantification of Software Failure Probability
Existing methods mostly based on holistic approaches
Failure rates are assigned to the whole digital system
No attempt to discriminate between different failure modes
PSAs are interested in specific failure modes, possibly not
the same in different situations
No reason why the same reliability figure should be
assigned to all failure modes
None is widely accepted for high-claim reliability
HARMONICS will propose a more analytical approach
Not a magic solution, but an improvement wrt existing methods
Also provides useful insights regarding common-cause failures
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WP3: Case Studies
Three main tasks
Identification of case studies (including a Public Case Study)
Implementation of case studies
Lessons learned
Guidelines on the use and limits of the methods and tools
Two deliverables
D3.1: Description of case studies (Month 12)
D3.2: Report, one section per case study including lessons
learned (Month 36)
WP leader: EDF
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WP3: Identification of Case Studies
Most case studies to be based on realistic designs
Most cases are proprietary or under NDA
Only overall
lessons can be shared
Public Case Study (developed in the framework of WP5) to
illustrate all or most of WP2 results

14
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WP3: Case Studies - Software Verification
Operating
System

Function
Blocks

Public
Case Study

of safety I&C
platform

used by app.
functions

Stepwise
Shutdown

Single Task
App.
Function

Distributed
App.
Function

Diesel Load
To be defined
Sequencer 1

Structural properties of
the complete application
software: functions
dependencies and
complexity
Formal verification of
functional properties
Formal verification of
integrity properties
Formal verification of
structural properties
Simulation-based
statistical testing
Advanced oracles

(with function
blocks & OS)

Complete
App.
Software

HDL-Based
App.
Function
Diesel Load
Sequencer 2
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WP3: Case Studies - Quantification & Justification Frameworks

Quantification of failure
rates

Safety Justification

Operating
System

Function
Blocks

Public
Case Study

of safety I&C
platform

used by app.
functions

Stepwise
Shutdown

(with function
blocks & OS)

Single Task
App.
Function

Distributed
App.
Function

Diesel Load
To be defined
Sequencer 1

(with function
blocks & OS)

(with function
blocks & OS)

(with function
blocks & OS)

(with function
blocks & OS)

Justification of use of
simulation-based
statistical testing

(with function
blocks & OS)

Justification of
simulating only the
application code
Justification of estimated
failure rates
Justification of low
contribution of platform
software to CCF

(with function
blocks & OS)

(with function
blocks & OS)

(with function
blocks & OS)

Complete
App.
Software

HDL-Based
App.
Function
Diesel Load
Sequencer 2
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WP4: Assessment of Results
Three main tasks
T4.1: Definition of criteria for the evaluation of WP2 and WP3
results
T4.2: Recommendations on methods
T4.3: Satisfaction of needs
Two deliverables
D4.1: List of criteria for the evaluation of methods (Month 12)
D4.2: Recommendations to improve the proposed approach to
safety justification (Month 36)
WP leader: VTT
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WP1 – Needs, practices, experiences
Summary of end user questionnaire
HARMONICS End User Workshop, 17-18 April, 2012, Helsinki

Janne Valkonen, VTT

1
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WP1 – Needs, practices, experiences
1. Clarification of needs, practices and
experiences
2. Development of common approaches to
the assessment and justification of the
reliability of safety-critical software
3. Test of the approaches in case studies
4. Assessment of results from the case
studies
5. Dissemination of results

2
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WP1 Structure
Task 1.1 – Kick-off
Kick-off workshop in Shanghai for all project participants (EU and China).
Task 1.2 – State-of-the art and needs
Review the industrial practices and techniques adopted in different countries to designing
and licensing of safety critical software.
Investigate the current state of the art and needs of safety-critical software reliability
assessment and V&V, and use of standards.
Compose a common questionnaire on needs and expectations for the project to be sent to
the project participants and end users.
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Questionnaire – Covered topics
General information
Safety categories
Ranking systems in categories, criteria, relaxations

Specific types of software
COTS, possible different practices for specific types

Standards
Relation to national regulations, non-written expectations

Safety justification
Structure, contents, responsibilities, claims, arguments, evidence, tools

Diversity / redundancy
Requirements on various levels, practices to deal with CCF

Software reliability
Use of PRA, requirements & methods for obtaining quantitative estimations

Data collection for operational experience
Which data, for what purpose, exploitation, evaluation

4
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Responses
Sent to over 70 people
12 answers received
6 utilities
3 regulators
3 TSOs

5
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Analysis of answers
“Consensus” in some of the areas:
Specific types of software, use of COTS, applicable standards, responsibilities of safety
justification, diversity / redundancy.

More variation in the answers in some of the areas:
Statistical testing, software reliability, operational experience

Some of the differences may originate from differences in the national requirements and
guidelines.
Summary of the answers can be used as an indicative guideline.
Answers provide a good basis for recognizing problem areas requiring further research
and development of better practises.
Still, one has to be careful when drawing conclusions based on the questionnaire.
The differences between the “Common position document, ver. 2010” and the answers of
the questionnaire will be analysed and included in the report.

27/04/2012
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Interesting points
Data collection for operational experience
Extracts from the answers of the end user questionnaire:
“We want: Version-specific and operation profile related explicit data of the
device/software . We get: Sum of operating hours of all versions of devices of all
customers where also previous, different products are usually counted.“
“Operational experience shows that current safety systems are robust enough.“
“We need more systematic ways to collect operational experience.“
“Software version and operational profile should be taken into account in operational
experience.”

27/04/2012
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Interesting points
The role of statistical testing in software safety justification
Extracts from the answers of the end user questionnaire:
Positive:
“It is useful: it forces to make a lot of random tests.”
Slightly positive:
“May be helpful. May have a limited role. Cannot be the only source of
evidence.”
Sceptical:
“The available time limits the number of tests.”
“It needs drastic increase in the efficiency and automation of testing tools that
would help specifying test cases, running tests and analysing test results.”
“Development of test strategies relies on expert opinion and accident situations
usually cannot be foreseen.”
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HARMONICS
WP4 Assessment of results from the case
studies
List of criteria
HARMONICS End user workshop, April 17-18, 2012, Helsinki

Hannu Harju, VTT

27/04/2012
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WP4 List of criteria – background
Case studies
provide a deep understanding of phenomena
will support the research
test whether the outcomes of the research can be recommended
Validity analysis improves performance of case studies and development of
approaches, methods and tools
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List of criteria
1. WP2 Method developments
2. WP3 Case studies
3. WP4 Assessment of results from the case studies
1.
2.
3.
4.

Conclusion validity
Internal validity
Construct validity
External validity

3
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Criteria 1. Approaches, methods and tools
1. Verification methods
Practical means to verify, and provide evidence of correct
implementation of software behaviours and design features
Rigorous evidence that SW meets functional and timing requirements
Practicability of statistical testing
2. Justification framework
Useful description of the different approaches of safety justification
Description of how V&V evidence can be incorporated into the claims
Useful of various evidence
3. Analytical approach to justification
Effectiveness of the measures taken to prevent failure mechanisms
Models developed and justified provide a link between appropriate
objective factors and reliability
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Criteria 2. Case studies
1. Identification of case studies
Case studies are as close as possible to real I&C and software
development projects and platforms
Clear objectives for each case study
Clearly constrained (size, domain, process, etc.)
2. Implementation of case studies
Expert users of methods
The report gives a realistic and credible impression
Clearly interpretable results
Recommendations are included for practice and future research
3. Lessons learned from case studies
Practical guidelines on the use and limits of the methods and tools

27/04/2012
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Citeria 2. Implementation of case studies
Maturity of methods and tools
Adequate procedures ensure that the method or tool is being correctly
used
Practical applicability (e.g. Test-oracle)
Expected results delivered
Direct relevance for safety justification
Degree of automation
Adaptation of analysis-tools necessary
Availability of prerequisites (e.g. adequate REQ-Spec)

27/04/2012
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Introduction to validity analysis
Conclusions are based on the case studies only – there are not any
alternative causes for conclusions that are not measured
The conclusions are distinguished from other factors or causes
The method or tool is not likely to have an effect other than the one that
was wanted to study
The results of the case study validate predicted theory
Method or tool is generalizable to other methods and tools not used in the
case study
The result of the case study is generalised outside of the scope of the case
study to other system or software projects
The proposed case study project is typical of those projects
There exist enough evidence and arguments to support claimed
generalizability

27/04/2012
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Criteria 3 – Conclusion validity
Is there a relationship between cause and effect in this treatment?
The case study is repeatable
Treats to conclusion validity:
Unclear requirements and field notes
The relationship is not seen because there are not enough information, or
methods/tools/instruments/procedures/people are not good
The relationship is seen even if there is not it
4. External validity
3. Construct validity

Generalising

Proposal
Cause

Conclusion

2. Internal validity
1. Conclusion validity

27/04/2012
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Criteria 3 – Internal validity
There are not possible other factors that caused the conclusion.
It does not concern generalizability.
Threats
A method is used in the study not mentioned in the requirements.
Results of previous studies are used not mentioned in the requirements.
The conclusions can be given without doing the study at all.

4. External validity
3. Construct validity

Proposal

Alternative cause
Cause

Generalising
Conclusion

2. Internal validity
1. Conclusion validity

27/04/2012
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Criteria 3 – Construct validity
Takes account the proposals - How well theory is translated into the study
Improves theory.
Generalises the concept of the study.
Threats:
Only the proposal is not assessed but also possible irrelevant issues
Outcomes from the treatment leads to conclusion that does not give a proper
judgement for the correctness of the theory
Generalising is not credible, because
4. External validity
only a single approach/tool specific
to certain circumstances is used
3. Construct validity

Proposal

Alternative cause
Cause

Generalising
tools
Conclusion

2. Internal validity
1. Conclusion validity

27/04/2012
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Criteria 3 – External validity
Conclusions in the study hold for other SW, systems, and persons in other
places and at other times.
Threats
The results of the case study were done for specific software or I&C system that
might be due to unusual type of software or system
Only single target software or system is used for the case study
Studies were performed only by one person
4. External validity
3. Construct validity

Proposal

Alternative cause
Cause

Generalising
target
Conclusion

2. Internal validity
1. Conclusion validity
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Group discussion
HARMONICS End User Workshop, 17-18 April, 2012, Helsinki

1

27/04/2012

Instructions
4 groups
6 topics
HARMONICS project members as moderators
Prioritize the topics
Start discussion from the most important one
15:45 Summarize the discussion on the white board
16:00 Present the results
Enjoy your coffee while starting the work

2
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Topics
Software reliability quantification
Operating experience
Verification and validation
Statistical testing
Harmonisation
Other key topics in digital i&c systems

3
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Software reliability quantification
Meaning of quantitative reliability targets?
Are they useful? What purpose they serve?
How should they be set? How can they be demonstrated?
Software reliability quantification
What type of information/evidence could/should be used for
the software reliability quantification?
What should be required?
Quantification of software reliability vs. quantification of system
reliability
Which are the other “unknowns” contributing to the system
reliability?
How can we decide where accurate SW reliability estimates
are necessary?
What should be researched in this area?

27/04/2012

Operating experience
What can be the role of OE in safety justification?
Different situations can be considered
Can OE be used in the quantification of failure probabilities?
Under which conditions?
How can we improve the collection and sharing of OE?
Given the limited success of COMPSIS
But also EPRI's work on OE

5
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Verification and validation
End user questionnaire suggests:
Risks from software might be very low compared to other risks
Static analyses used to assess the safety demonstration (e.g.
for numerical accuracy, real-time analysis, compliance to
specific rules, avoidance of run-time errors, test coverage,
etc.).
So
What aspects should V&V concentrate on (phases, attributes)
Validation? Requirements?
What is current practice on integrity static analysis?
What are the current barriers to more widespread use of static
analysis and proof of properties? (not needed, too expensive)

27/04/2012
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Statistical testing
What is the role of statistical testing in software safety justification and software reliability
quantification?
Is it useful? How can it be used? How should it be improved?
What kind of evidence can it provide? Testing strategy?
Extracts from the answers of the end user questionnaire:
“It is useful: it forces to make a lot of random tests.”
“May be helpful. May have a limited role. Cannot be the only source of evidence.”
“The available time limits the number of tests.”
“It needs drastic increase in the efficiency and automation of testing tools that would help
specifying test cases, running tests and analysing test results.”
“Development of test strategies relies on expert opinion and accident situations usually cannot
be foreseen.”

27/04/2012
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Harmonisation
Nuclear I&C standards development and harmonisation has been
going on for over 25 years but still we have category A I&C
systems that are different in every country. Why is that?
Is this due to
fundamental technological obstacles
regulatory inflexibility
differences in utility requirements
deficiencies in vendors’ practices
demanding business requirements?

27/04/2012
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Other key topics in digital I&C systems
Overall I&C architectures, defence-in-depth, diversity
How can we compare different architectures (from a safety
standpoint)?
Can HARMONICS results contribute?
How can we improve functional requirements specifications and
their management?
How should the need for replacement / upgrading influence the
architecture and the assurance approach?
How can we extend HARMONICS results to categories B and C?

GROUP A
Moderator

GROUP B
Moderator

GROUP C
Moderator

GROUP D
Moderator

Sofia Guerra
Adelard

Robin Bloomfield
Adelard

Jan-Erik Holmberg
VTT

Josef Märtz
ISTec

Hannu Harju
VTT

Janne Valkonen
VTT

Wietske Postma
NRG

Jari Hämäläinen
VTT

Atte Helminen
TVO

Thuy Nguyen
EDF

Kalle Jänkälä
Fortum
Ian Donnellan
EDF

Bo Liwång
SSM

Juha Halminen
TVO
Karl Hamar
HAEA

Sebastien Labbe
EDF
Rainer Poppenborg
Horizon
Ruidong Dai
SNPAS

Emil Ohlson
Forsmark
Peter Wyman
Horizon
Jim Thomson
Invensys
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Summary of Day 1
HARMONICS End User Workshop, 17-18 April, 2012, Helsinki

Jan-Erik Holmberg, VTT

1
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Extracts from the discussions
Harmonisation with US requirements and standards (IEEE)?
Cat. A easier than Cat. B
No univerally applicable solutions to SW reliability quantification –
struggle between too optimistic and too pessimistic estimates
Operating experience is useful but not enough
Assessment of the functional complexity
FPGA
What other industries are doing?
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Wednesday 18th, 2012, Morning Session
Chair Jan-Erik Holmberg, VTT
Session starts at 09:00
Summary of Day 1
Welcome address by EURATOM
RAVONSICS technical presentation
Break at 10:30-10:45
WP2 (Methods) & WP3 (Case Studies)
Introduction
Safety justification framework
Global Example: Application to an overall I&C architecture
Detailed example: Application to a specific I&C function
Lunch at 12:00-13:00

3
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Wednesday 18th, 2012, Afternoon Session
Chair Bo Liwång, SSM
Session starts at 13:00
Common Regulatory Positions
WP2 and WP3, Continued - Challenging issues
Software architecture analysis
Statistical testing
Quantification of software failure probabilities
Break at 14:30-14:50
Round table comments from members of EUG
Project responses
Workshop conclusion
Session and workshop end at 16:00
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Horizon 2020
The EU Framework Programme for
Research and Innovation 2014-2020
(including Euratom 2014-2018)
Georges VAN GOETHEM
DG Research and Innovation / Directorate Energy / Unit K.4 (Fission)

Research and
Innovation

What is Horizon 2020
• Commission proposal for a 80 billion euro research
and innovation funding programme (2014-2020)
• A core part of Europe 2020, Innovation Union &
European Research Area:
- Responding to the economic crisis to invest in future jobs

and growth

- Addressing people’s concerns about their livelihoods, safety
and environment
- Strengthening the EU’s global position in research,
innovation and technology
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What’s new
• A single programme bringing together three separate
programmes/initiatives*
• Coupling research to innovation – from research to
retail, all forms of innovation
• Focus on societal challenges facing EU society, e.g.
health, clean energy and transport
• Simplified access, for all companies, universities,
institutes in all EU countries and beyond.
*The 7th Research Framework Programme (FP7), innovation aspects of
Competitiveness and Innovation Framework Programme (CIP),
EU contribution to the European Institute of Innovation and Technology (EIT)
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Three priorities:
1. 1 - Excellent science
2. 2 - Industrial leadership
3. 3 - Societal challenges

Policy
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Priority 1. Excellent science
• Why:
• World class science is the foundation of
tomorrow’s technologies, jobs and wellbeing
• Europe needs to develop, attract and retain
research talent
• Researchers need access to the best
infrastructures
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• Proposed funding (million € in current
prices, 2014-2020)
European Research Council
Frontier research by the best individual teams

13 268

Future and Emerging Technologies
Collaborative research to open new fields of
innovation

3 100

Marie Curie actions
Opportunities for training and career development

5 572

Research infrastructures (including einfrastructure)
Ensuring access to world-class facilities

2 478
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Priority 2. Industrial leadership
• Why:
• Strategic investments in key technologies
(e.g. advanced manufacturing, microelectronics) underpin innovation across
existing and emerging sectors
• Europe needs to attract more private
investment in research and innovation
• Europe needs more innovative SMEs to create
growth and jobs
Policy
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•Proposed funding (million € in current prices,
2014-2020)
Leadership in enabling and
industrial technologies (ICT,
nanotechnologies, materials,
biotechnology, manufacturing, space)

13 781

Access to risk finance

3 538

Leveraging private finance and venture
capital for research and innovation

Innovation in SMEs
Fostering all forms of innovation in all
types of SMEs

619 complemented by
6 829 (expected 15% of

societal challenges + LEIT) and

'Access to risk finance'
with strong SME focus
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Priority 3. Societal challenges
• Why:
• Concerns of citizens and society/EU policy
objectives (climate, environment, energy,
transport etc) cannot be achieved without
innovation
• Breakthrough solutions come from multidisciplinary collaborations, including social
sciences & humanities
• Promising solutions need to be tested,
demonstrated and scaled up
Policy
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• Proposed funding (million € in current
prices, 2014-2020)

•

Health, demographic change and wellbeing

8 033

Food security, sustainable agriculture, marine and
maritime research & the bioeconomy

4 152

Secure, clean and efficient energy*

5 782

Smart, green and integrated transport

6 802

Climate action, resource efficiency and raw
materials

3 160

Inclusive, innovative and secure societies

3 819

*Additional €1 788m for nuclear safety and security from the Euratom Treaty
activities (2014-2018). Does not include ITER.
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EC “seed money” for effort shared with MS
EC financial contribution to
global EU research effort
= 5 % ! (seed money)

5%

95%

1 : overall budget of the EU Framew ork Programme
2 : total combined national research budgets in the EU

Policy
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+ Euratom regulation and
financial incentives (e.g. EIB)
11

Role of the EIT and JRC in Horizon 2020
•Proposed funding (million € in current
prices, 2014-2020)
European Institute Technology (EIT)
Combining research, innovation & training in
knowledge and Innovation Communities

1 360+
1 440*

Joint Research Centre (JRC)**
Providing a robust, evidence base for EU policies

1 962

•

*Second tranche pro rata from LEIT and Societal challenges (subject to review)

•

**Additional €656 m for the JRC to be funded from the Euratom Treaty activities
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Simplification: Rules for Participation
•

•

•

1. A single set of rules
•

Adapted for the whole research and innovation cycle

•

Covering all research programmes and funding bodies

•

Aligned to the Financial Regulation, coherent with other new EU Programmes

2. One project – one funding rate
•

Maximum of 100% of the total eligible costs (except for actions close to market,
where a 70% maximum will apply)

•

Indirect eligible costs: a flat rate of 20% of direct eligible costs

3. Simple evaluation criteria
•

Excellence – Impact – Implementation (Excellence only, for the ERC)

•

4. New forms of funding aimed at innovation: pre-commercial
procurement, inducement prizes, dedicated loan and equity instruments

•

5. International participation: facilitated but better protecting EU interests
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Simplification: Rules for Participation
•

6. Simpler rules for grants: broader acceptance of participants
accounting practices for direct costs, flat rate for indirect costs, no
time-sheets for personnel working full time on a project, possibility of
output-based grants

•

7. Fewer, better targeted controls and audits

•

•

Lowest possible level of requirements for submission of audit certificates without
undermining sound financial management

•

Audit strategy focused on risk and fraud prevention

8. Improved rules on intellectual property
•

Balance between legal security and flexibility

•

Tailor-made IPR provisions for new forms of funding

•

A new emphasis on open access to research publications

Beyond the Rules: further simplified provisions in the Grant Agreement and
implementing procedures to facilitate access to Horizon 2020 (e.g. common IT
platform).
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Simplification: summary
• Single set of simpler and more coherent participation rules
• New balance between trust and control
• Moving from several funding rates for different beneficiaries
and activities to just two
• Replacing the four methods to calculate overhead or «indirect
costs» with a single flat rate
• Major simplification under the forthcoming financial
regulation
• Successful applicants to get working more quickly:
reduction of average time to grant by 100 days (current
average of around 350 days under FP7)
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Next steps
Ongoing:

Parliament and Council negotiations on the
basis of the Commission proposals

Ongoing:

Parliament and Council negotiations on EU
budget 2014-2020 (including overall budget
for Horizon 2020)

Mid 2012:

Final calls under 7th Framework Programme
for research to bridge gap towards Horizon
2020

Mid 2013:

Adoption of legislative acts by Parliament
and Council on Horizon 2020

1/1/2014:

Horizon 2020 starts, launch of first calls
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Reminder : EURATOM

Article 4.1 of the Euratom Treaty
The EC is in charge of promoting and facilitating
nuclear research activities in the MSs and to
complement them through a Community
Research & Training programme

Article 6d of the Euratom Treaty
To encourage the implementation of the
(national) research programmes, the EC can:
-bring financial support to research contracts,
-provide to MSs, people or enterprises,
facilities, equipments or expert assistance,
-stimulate joint funding (from MSs, people,
enterprises)
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What are the objectives?
- The general objective of the Euratom Programme
is to improve nuclear safety, security and radiation
protection, and to contribute to the long-term
decarbonisation of the energy system in a safe,
efficient and secure way.
• - To prepare WP 2013, let’s look at Horizon 2020…
• - 2013 should be a transition year between FP7
and this new FP
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Perfect links : Horizon 2020 - FP7

FP7
(Fission)
X

Horizon
2020
X

Management of nuclear waste

X

X

Radiation protection
HR & training

X
X

X
X

Research Infrastructures

X

X

Cross-cutting actions

X
X

X
X

Safe operation of nuclear
systems

International Co-operation
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So, what is needed ?

Need to identify better the EU needed actions
•

Not only…
• Supporting Excellence
• Promoting quality of management / safety of the
facility(ies)
• Developing capacity to disseminate, train, etc.
But also…
• Enhancing collaboration between Member States
• Feasibility to develop actions of critical mass at EU level
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Need to better identify the foreseen outputs
•

Which EU added Value
(not achievable through national actions)?
• New visions (science, society, industry) ?
• New way of managing organizations ?
• Improved research conditions within ERA ?
• Strengthening the EU hi-tech market ?
• Economic gains at macro level (regions, Europe)
• … or new scientific & technical knowledge ?
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The role of the Technological Platforms (all stakeholders)

ENEF = European Nuclear
Energy Forum
http://ec.europa.eu/energy/
nuclear/forum/forum_en.htm

ENSREG = European Nuclear
Safety Regulators Group
http://ec.europa.eu/energy/
nuclear/ensreg/ensreg_en.htm

Technology Platforms
SNETP, IGDTP and MELODI
SNE-TP = Sustainable Nuclear Energy Technology Platform – http://www.snetp.eu/
IGD-TP = Implementing Geological Disposal of Radioactive waste - http://www.igdtp.eu/
MELODI = Multidisciplinary European Low Dose Initiative - http://www.melodi-online.eu/
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The role

of the EU…

EU would be able to play a more catalyzing and
leveraging role … and to help developing a framework
for an efficient European Research Area
•the implementation of such a policy implies
constant dialogue / concerted actions between
stakeholders notably for the support of
methodological & technical developments (role of
the Technology Platform, of Industrial Alliances, but
also of better co-ordination and co-operation
between Member States)
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• FP7 (Fission):

Way forward

– Collaborative projects, Coordination and Support Actions,
– Named beneficiaries

• Horizon 2020 (« Fission » indirect actions):
– Activities shall strengthen the research & innovation
framework and coordinate Member States’ research efforts;
– Specific activities may be implemented through Joint
Undertakings, Public-Public Partnerships, contractual PublicPrivate Partnerships, or through cross-cutting actions
– In order to maintain the Union expertise, the programme
shall further enhance its role in training through the support
to training facilities of pan-European interest.
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Work Programme
•
•
•
•
•
•

The essential element for implementing the actions
Strategic orientations for the following years of
implementation
Detailed objectives, associated funding (total: 55,9 M€)
Links with the platforms’ SRAs?
Preparation of possible co-fund actions?
Cross-cutting, regional or international activities?

Draft WP 2013 to be ready in March 2012
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Euratom Programme 2014-2018: overview
Integral part of Horizon 2020 package
Budget: TOTAL in current (2011) prices: € 1665 million, including
Fission €336m; Fusion € 673m; JRC € 656m
Programme for 5 years, in line with the Euratom Treaty (art.7)
•

What is new?
•
•
•
•
•

•

Stronger focus on nuclear safety and nuclear training
A single Euratom programme bringing together three separate decisions
The same rules for participation as in the Horizon 2020 - simplified access
Programme contributes to the implementation of priorities of the 'Horizon
2020‘
Fusion research programme will be restructured

Funding for ITER outside MFF in a separate supplementary
programme: € 2573 million for 2014-2018
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Euratom Programme 2014-2018: objectives
General objective:
•

Improve nuclear safety, security &radiation protection

•

Contribute to the long-term decarbonisation of the energy system, in a
safe, efficient and secure way

Specific objectives for indirect actions (fission):
•
•
•
•
•
•

support safe operation of nuclear systems;
contribute to development of solutions for the management of ultimate
waste;
support development and sustainability of nuclear competences;
foster radiation protection;
promote innovation and industrial competitiveness
ensure availability and use of research infrastructures

+ Specific objectives for fusion and for direct actions
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Euratom Programme 2014-2018: implementation
•

Forms of financial support provided for by New Financial

Regulation including grants, prizes, procurement, financial
instruments and financial contributions

• Implementation might be partially externalised
• Single Rules for participation and dissemination
• Establishment of Participant guarantee fund
• Cross-cutting activities for challenges common to Euratom
Programme and Horizon 2020
• Gender equality and ethical principles
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(1)

Euratom Programme 2014-2018: implementation

(2)

For indirect actions work programmes are to be adopted
In implementing the programme, the Commission:
• is assisted by consultative committees
• shall seek external advise and perform public consultations
• shall take into account relevant aspects as defined by
European Technology Platforms, Joint Programming Initiatives
and European Innovation Partnerships (e.g. SNE-TP, IGD-TP,
MELODI)
The first WP for Horizon 2020 shall be ready in summer 2013
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Public-public partnerships ("P2Ps") and
public-private partnerships ("PPPs")
•

Research & Innovation: Commission calls for partnerships
What is partnering?
Partnering brings together the public sector at European, national and regional levels in
public-public partnerships ("P2Ps") as well as the public and private sector in publicprivate partnerships ("PPPs"). Partnering can help to maximise the contribution of
Research and Innovation to achieving smart and sustainable growth in the EU, by
making the research and innovation ("R&I") cycle more efficient and shorten the time
from research to market. This is essential to achieve the European Research Area (ERA)
by 2014 and to deliver on the Innovation Union, the Digital Agenda and other EU 2020
Flagships.
(more details about P2Ps and PPPs below)
Source: Press Release Europa - Reference: MEMO/11/623

Date: 21/09/2011

http://europa.eu/rapid/pressReleasesAction.do?reference=MEMO/11/623&format
=HTML&aged=0&language=EN&guiLanguage=en

Other EU funding instruments:
• European Institute of Innovation and Technology (EIT)
• European Research Council (ERC) to promote excellence
• European Technology Platforms
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Partnering approaches at the EU level
(1) Public-Public Partnerships (P2Ps)
•

- ERA-NET (100 projects since 2002): coordinate national research
programmes in a selected area

•

- ERA-NET Plus (9 projects since 2007): enhance joint funding by MS and EU
in a selected area

•

- Article 185 Initiatives (5 initiatives since 2003): integrate national and
European research programmes in a selected area

•

- Joint Programming Initiative (JPI) (10 initiatives since 2008): coordinate /
integrate national research programmes to address a societal challenge

•

- SET (Strategic Energy Technology) Plan (since 2007): accelerate
development of low-carbon energy technologies and streamline national
research programmes in strategic technology areas at EU level
P2Ps align national strategies, helping to overcome fragmentation
of the public research effort. They also offer the potential of more
efficient interaction with strategic international partners.
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• - Example of P2P ERA-NET : Rare Diseases (E-Rare): three joint calls of
€ 10 million (up to 40% of public research in this area is now
coordinated) - visit http://www.e-rare.eu/
• - Example of Article 185 Initiative: European Metrology Research
Programme (EMRP) : value of over €400 million (pooling 44% of overall
metrology resources in one initiative) - http://www.emrponline.eu/
• - Example of JPI: Neurodegenerative Diseases : 23 countries (total
budget of € 14 million) - http://www.neurodegenerationresearch.eu/
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Partnering approaches at the EU level
(2) Public-Private Partnerships (PPPs)
• - Joint Technology Initiative (JTI) (5 initiatives since 2007):
strengthen European industrial leadership in well defined areas
• - SESAR : Modernise European Air Traffic Management (ATM)
• - Recovery Plan PPPs (3 PPPs since 2008): to maintain and
strengthen industry sectors hit by economic crisis
• - European Industrial Initiatives (EII) under the SET Plan (7 EIIs
since 2010): address the demonstration/market rollout bottleneck in
the innovation chain of low carbon energy technologies
PPPs at European level are undertaken jointly by the EU and other
public entities together with private partners to achieve shared
objectives. PPPs in R&I aim at strengthening European industrial
leadership and are used to leverage R&I investments in a specific area.
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• - Example of Joint Technology Initiative : PPP Clean Sky (started
in 2009): design of new, environmentally-friendly aeroplanes
(total investment of almost 300 million Euro) http://www.cleansky.eu/
• - Other examples of Joint Technology Initiative : Computing &
Nanotech research: ARTEMIS (embedded computing systems) and
ENIAC (nanoelectronics) aim to implement a research agenda
defined by industry and academic/research organisations (more
than € 700 million) – visit http://www.artemis-ju.eu/ and
http://www.eniac.eu
• - Example under the European Recovery Plan : Factories of the
Future PPP : development of new and sustainable manufacturing
technologies (research programme of € 1.2 billion
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From the “Lifelong Learning Programme” (2007 – 2013)
to “Erasmus for all” (2014 – 2020)
Education and training opportunities for all
The European Commission’s Lifelong Learning Programme enables people at all
stages of their lives to take part in stimulating learning experiences, as well as
helping to develop the education and training sector across Europe.
With a budget of nearly €7 billion for 2007 to 2013, the programme funds a
range of actions including exchanges, study visits and networking activities.
Projects are intended not only for individual students and learners, but also for
teachers, trainers and all others involved in education and training.
There are four sub-programmes which fund projects at different levels of
education and training:
- Comenius for schools
- Erasmus for higher education
- Leonardo da Vinci for vocational education and training
- Grundtvig for adult education
-=> Follow-up programme proposed by the Commission: « Erasmus for all »
Source for LLP: http://ec.europa.eu/education/lifelong-learning-programme/doc78_en.htm
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Lifelong Learning Programme (LLP / 2007 – 2013)
…the EU flagship programme
in education & vocational training
Art. 1:
“(…) contribute through lifelong learning to the development of
the Community as an advanced knowledge society, with
sustainable economic development, more and better jobs and
greater social cohesion, while ensuring good protection of the
environment for future generations.
(…) foster interchange, cooperation and mobility between
education and training systems within the Community so that
they become a world quality reference.”
(COM(2006)236 final)
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Comenius

Erasmus

Leonardo da Vinci

School education

Higher education
& advanced training

VET

40%

25%

13%

Adult education

The LLP umbrella (2007 – 2013)
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Grundtvig

4%

“Erasmus for all” – 2014-2020 (proposal of the EC)
The EU Programme for Education, Training, Youth and Sport

Existing programmes
Lifelong
Learning
Programme
Grundtvig

A single integrated programme

International
higher education
programmes:
Erasmus Mundus,
Tempus,
Alfa, Edulink, Bilateral
Programmes

Erasmus for All

1.
Learning
Mobility

Erasmus
Leonardo
Comenius

2.
Co-operation
projects

Youth in Action
Programme

Specific activities:
Source for “Erasmus for all”
http://ec.europa.eu/education/erasmus-for-all/doc/com_en.pdf
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• Jean Monnet
• Sport

3.
Policy
Support

Proposed funding levels by sector 2014-2020,
compared to the 2007-2013 programmes (€ Million, EU-27)

Erasmus for All

2007-2013
programmes*

Average year
2014-2020

% Increase

Concentration

Erasmus Higher
Education (including
tertiary VET1)

585

1100 – 1150

85 %-95 %

Students, staff, joint programmes,
masters, strategic partnerships,
knowledge alliances

Erasmus Higher
Education -International
dimension (heading 4
funding)

260

304

17%

Students, staff and capacity
building in particular in
neighbourhood countries

Erasmus Training (VET1
and adult learning)

330 of which 60 for
adult learning

500 – 540 of which
around 110 for adult
learning

50 % — 60 % overall,
around 80 % for adult
learning

Students, staff, strategic
partnerships, sector skills alliances,
IT platforms

Erasmus Schools

180

250 – 275

40 % -55 %

Staff, strategic partnerships, web
platforms

Erasmus Youth
Participation

150

190 – 210

25 % — 40 %

Young people, staff, strategic
partnerships, IT platforms

Operating grant
(National Agencies)

55

63

15 %

Policy support

75

92

20 %

Jean Monnet
(teaching and research
on European
integration)

30

45

50 %

Sport

NA

34

NA

* Regroups activities funded in 2010 covering EU27 indexed 2017.
Policy
Research and
1 Vocational education and training
Innovation

“Erasmus for all” : 3 Key actions
(proposal of the EC)

Key action 2:
Key action 1:
Learning mobility
of individuals

Co-operation for
innovation
and good practices

Policy
Research and
Innovation

Key action 3:
Support for
policy reform

“Erasmus for all” (proposal of the EC)
EAC Education Europe 2014-2020 € Million EUR 27
NB Excluding external education actions (HE)

Education Europe

Mobility

Cooperation
Policy support
Jean Monnet
Operating grant
Sport
BA line
Total

2014-2020

10.939

4.314
576
318
442
239
400
17.229
Policy
Research and
Innovation

% Share

Concentration

63%

Staff, students,
joint masters,
masters

25%
3%
2%
3%
1%
2%
100%

Small size
cooperation, web
platforms, KI

Erasmus for all budget – by type of action
Key Action 1: Learning mobility of
individuals (63%)
3%

Key Action 2: Cooperation for
innovation and good practices
(25%)

2% 2% 1%

4%

Key Action 3:Support for policy
reform (4%)
Operational grants to National
Agencies (3%)

25%

Administrative expenditure (2%)
63%

Jean Monnet Initiative (2%)

Sport Action (1%)

Policy
Research and
Innovation

RAVONSICS INTRODUCTION
Dai Ruidong
2012.04.18

Research Contents & Focus
1. Investigation of Chinese current technical status and technical
gap.
2. SW V&V Technologies.
Especially for FPGA.
Main focus on formal verification technologies and
statistical technologies.
3. Reliability Assessment Technologies.
Main focus on Multilevel Flow Model(MFM).
4. Safety Evaluation
Goal-based, Rule-based & Risk informed.
5. Construction of a demonstration system as research and testing
platform.

Contents

Research Contents, Approaches & Focus:

•
•
•
•

Questionnaire
SW V&V Technologies
SW Reliability Analysis
Safety Justification & Safety Case
Construction
• Demonstration System

Contents

Research Contents, Approaches & Focus:

•
•
•
•

Questionnaire
SW V&V Technologies
SW Reliability Analysis
Safety Justification & Safety Case
Construction
• Demonstration System

Responders from RAVONSICS Partners

Name of Organization
State Nuclear Power Automation System
Engineering Company
Harbin Engineering University
Institute for Standardization of Nuclear
Industry
Jiangsu Nuclear Power Corporation
Shanghai Automation Instrumentation Co.,
Ltd
China Techenergy Co. Ltd

Acronym
SNPAS
HEU

Role
Vendor;
Project Coordinator
University;
Project Scientific
Coordinator

ISNI

Institute

JNPC

User

SAIC

Vendor

CTEC

Vendor

RAVONSICS Partners (cont.)

1. State Nuclear Power Automation System Engineering
Company (SNPAS)
•

Subsidiary Company of State Nuclear Power Technology
Corporation Ltd (SNPTC), which is a key state-owned
corporation governed by State Council.

•

SNPTC: a key entity and platform for the 3rd-generation
AP1000 technology introduction, project construction and
self-reliance development.

•

SNPAS: responsible for above tasks in I&C domain.

RAVONSICS Partners (cont.)

2. Harbin Engineering University (HEU)
•

A national key university that are entitled to enjoy first
priority from the state in construction and development.

•

Famous in the aspect of ship industry, ocean exploration as
well as nuclear engineering and technology.

•

College of Nuclear Science and Technology(CNST) of HEU:
founded in 2005, on the basis of the Department of Nuclear
Power Plant which was originally founded in 1959.

RAVONSICS Partners (cont.)

3. Institute for Standardization of Nuclear Industry (ISNI)
•

Founded in 1983.

•

A member of China National Nuclear Corporation (CNNC)

•

The only administrative organization of nuclear industry
standard in China.

•

In charge of enacting and revising the national standards and
industry standards in nuclear industry, also for information
study, publication and consultation of standards.

•

Undertakes the domestic technical management of ISO/TC85
and IEC/TC45.

RAVONSICS Partners (cont.)

4. CNNC Jiangsu Nuclear Power Corp (JNPC)
•

Responsible for the operation of Tianwan Nuclear Power
Station, which uses full digital, distributed, computerized
control system.

•

Largest technical and economic cooperation project so far
between China and Russia.

•

Safety I&C: Teleperm XS(T-XS); Operation I&C: Teleperm
XP(T-XP).

RAVONSICS Partners (cont.)

5. Shanghai Automation Instrumentation Co., Ltd (SAIC)
•

One of Chinese top 500 manufacturing enterprise.

•

Mainly provides control system and equipment for industry
production in the modern industry field.

•

Chief products contain industry production control system,
installing equipment and instrument, PLC, UPS and cabinets
of instrument control, cabinets of low-voltage electric etc.

RAVONSICS Partners (cont.)

6.

China Techenergy Co. Ltd (CTEC)

•

Digital I&C System supplier in the China’s nuclear power
projects areas.

•

More than ten years experience in nuclear power industry
project operation.

•

Close cooperation with other companies, like AREVA and
Mitsubishi

Questionnaire Responders
Responders include:
• Experts from individual Chinese organizations involved in
RAVONSICS.
• Besides, senior experts from nuclear domain invited as
advisor for comments & advices, such as senior experts from
Tsinghua University(high temperature gas cooled reactor)
and senior experts from other vendors in nuclear domain.
Why inviting so many responders:
• In order to get more comprehensive opinions.
• Also the attempt for the construction of common
communication platform in China.

Questionnaire: Goal & Contents
1. Goal: Technical status & gap investigation.
2. Main Investigation Contents include such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Personal Info(Optional) & Exp.
Favorite & usually used methods and tools.
V&V technologies includes formal verification &
statistical technologies.
Evidence – Claim – Argumentation ways for Safety
Justification.
Survey of most commonly referenced standards,
guidelines…
Research cases to be offered.
Expectations to RAVONSICS.

Questionnaire: Principles & Feedbacks

Principles:
• Answer the questionnaire in the name of individual expert.
• Feedbacks could be anonymous using personal Emails.
• Questions that are not familiar with recommended to skip.

Feedbacks:
• 28 valid answered questionnaire received so far.
• Ca.11 more expected in several days.
• Final Report to be issued in the end of 2012.

Preliminary Results Summary

According to the discussion, feedbacks and preliminary
analysis of the questionnaires:
1. Responders with different roles in China have
different interests, focus and knowledge level in the
aspect of SW reliability assessment and V&V
technologies.
2. Researches on SW Reliability are needed urgently in
China. Especially those techniques with practical
examples and engineering tools.

Preliminary Results Summary(cont.)

3. Introduction of new practical methodologies into
China through RAVONSICS.
Many Chinese experts are very experienced on
individual traditional SW reliability & safety
assessment methods, but not familiar with new
research approaches and methodologies in Europe.
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Research Contents, Approaches & Focus:

•
•
•
•

Questionnaire
SW V&V Technologies
SW Reliability Analysis
Safety Justification & Safety Case
Construction
• Demonstration System

Research Cases

Research Cases:
•
•

•

The selection of research cases is ongoing.
Program Logic application for nuclear safety
I&C system based on FPGA technology
(Research Focus).
Nuclear safety I&C system platform SW or
application SW.

Why FPGA?

Why prefer FPGA?
•
•
•
•

Degradation system complexity.
Improve system testability.
We believe that application of FPGA is future
development trend in nuclear I&C domain.
SNPAS can better support the research work
based on its NuPAC platform.

Research Approach
•

Based on IEEE 1012 and further summarize
specific requirement for FPGA development
process.
Mission
MissionAnalysis
Analysis
System
SystemRequirements
Requirements&&
Functional
FunctionalArchitecture
Architecture
Configuration Item (CI)
Requirements &
Physical Architecture

•

Survey and analysis of various common testing
& analysis methods such as: static analysis,
simulation for FPGA.

Research Approach

•

•

Multilevel verification & Independent
confidence building using: Formal Verification
& Statistical Technologies.
Focus on using practical engineering tools,
evaluation of its effects and offer practical
application examples and experiences.

Contents

Research Contents, Approaches & Focus:

•
•
•
•

Questionnaire
SW V&V Technologies
SW Reliability Analysis
Safety Justification & Safety Case
Construction
• Demonstration System

SW Reliability Analysis
1. Survey on SW modeling methods and summarize their
respective advantages and disadvantages.
2. Focus on Multilevel Flow Model(MFM) modeling
methods:
• Description of system objective, system behavior
and failure modes.
• Investigation of corresponding defense methods
against these failure modes.
• Inspection on the interaction among system
functions and independent system SW applications.
• Analysis of system dynamic properties.
• Quantitative analysis.

Contents

Research Contents, Approaches & Focus:

•
•
•
•

Questionnaire
SW V&V Technologies
SW Reliability Analysis
Safety Justification & Safety Case
Construction
• Demonstration System

Research Approaches

1. Selection of research cases based on FPGA.
2. Clarify functional requirements, performance
requirements & interface requirements…
3. Safety case construction based
on goal-based, rule-based and
risk-informed approaches.

Risk-informed
Methods

Safety
Case

Rule-based
Methods

Goal-based
Methods

Research Approaches
4. Reasoning of safety using claim-argument-evidence
approaches.
Claim(

)

Argument(

Evidence(

)

Evidence(

)
Evidence(

)

)

Contents

Research Contents, Approaches & Focus:

•
•
•
•

Questionnaire
SW V&V Technologies
SW Reliability Analysis
Safety Justification & Safety Case
Construction
• Demonstration System

Demonstration System
Required by the analysis work of RAVONSICS & by
Chinese Government.
Approaches:
• Research cases based on FPGA selection.
• Conceptual design: functional requirements &
interface requirements.
• Architecture design.
• Integration & debugging.
• Test & verification using selected methodologies and
tools.
• Results summary.
• Evaluation of demonstration system

Thank you for your
attention!
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PT/114/4384/5

Safety justification framework
HARMONICS End user workshop, April 17-18, 2012, Helsinki

Robin Bloomfield, Sofia Guerra
Adelard

1
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Outline
Motivation
Safety Justification Framework
Application
Further development in Harmonics

2
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Motivation
Justification of I&C software contribution to reliability of protection
functions
International standards provide some form of consensus
But application involves interpretation and configuration
Lack international or scientific consensus
Restricts international cooperation
Prevent cost sharing
Increase licensing risks
Harmonics recognises the national differences
Safety justification framework to promote rigour, ownership
and harmonisation

27/04/2012
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For example, UK
Safety cases are required by licence conditions.
The Conditions are non-prescriptive and set goals that the licensee
is responsible for meeting, amongst other things by applying
detailed safety standards and establishing safe procedures for the
facilities.
A "safety case" is defined as
the document or documents produced by the licensee documentation
to justify safety during the design, construction, manufacture,
commissioning, operation and decommissioning phases of the
installation.

Safety Assessment Principles (SAPs) describe the safety case
process and principles to be covered.

27/04/2012
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For software – ESS 27

“Where the system reliability is significantly dependent upon the performance of computer
software, the establishment of and compliance with appropriate standards and practices
throughout the software development life-cycle should be made, commensurate with the
level of reliability required, by a demonstration of ‘production excellence’ and ‘confidencebuilding’ measures.” (ESS27 from HSE (2006))
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Safety justification – safety case

“a documented body of evidence that provides a convincing and
valid argument that a system is adequately safe for a given
application in a given environment”
safety - dependability attribute ; assurance - confidence
6
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Types of argument
Deterministic or analytical application of predetermined rules to derive a true/false
claim (given some initial assumptions), e.g. formal proof (compliance to
specification, safety property), execution time analysis, exhaustive test, single fault
criterion
Probabilistic quantitative statistical reasoning, to establish a numerical level, e.g.
MTTF, MTTR, reliability testing
Qualitative compliance with rules that may have an indirect link the desired
attributes, e.g. compliance with QMS and safety standards, staff skills and
experience

Making arguments explicit a key idea
Separating evidence from information
7
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Communication and reasoning
Structured safety justification has two roles:
communication is an essential function of the case, from this we
can build confidence
boundary objects that record the shared understanding
between the different stakeholders
a method for reasoning about dependability (safety, security,
reliability, resilience ...) properties of the system
Both are required to have systems that are trusted and trustworthy

27/04/2012
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Safety justification process – building confidence, challenging assumptions
Captured in safety management system and in meta-case
Challenge and response cycle essential
Proof as a social, technical, adversarial process

27/04/2012

Reasoning, communication, confidence

10
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In theory ...

“a documented body of evidence that provides a convincing and
valid argument that a system is adequately safe for a given
application in a given environment”
6
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In practice … the engineering

12
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In practice …

13
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Architecting claim structure
What is needed for Cat A nuclear systems?

14
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Claim structure
creative strategies
claims language
templates

15
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Approaches
Goal based

Risk informed

Rule based

8
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Cases - argument styles
We have done what we were told to do (a
standards compliance argument)
Rule based
The system achieves the behaviour
required (safety properties satisfied)
Goal based
The system does not do bad things
(hazards addressed, vulnerabilities
mitigated).
Risk informed
Also
We have tried very hard (a process argument) to
achieve dependability
Often a mixture of styles will be incorporated into
a single case.

17
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Standards and regulations
Important part of case
Can play different roles
Which need to be justified
But issues of validation
process -> product
techniques -> SIL achieved
Need to innovate
Technology development V&V moves on
Use of COTS products
Product lines
Compliance can be expensive
18

18
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Assurance strategies - behaviour
Strategy – N No
critical/significant fault or
unsafe feature exist
Strategy –W
Wrapper/containment
argument – no failure or
feature of the component
can lead to hazard
Strategy –R Restoration
argument – any failure can
be detected and recovered
from
(And probabilistic variants of
these)

UnSafe
failure

OK*

Error

Safe
failure

19
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Safety cases - claims

Claim a proposition about a property of the
system, e.g.,
functions (shut down when T> 500)
invariants (O2 concentration on CO2 less
than 0.5%)
purely descriptive (competency and
culture)
For each safety property address all attributes
to increase completeness.
Derived properties arising from hazards
introduced by the implementation.
Non-functional system properties evolve
6
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Architecture and functional claim expansion

21

21
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Claim attribute expansion
Claims can be broken down into claims about different attributes
for the various sub-systems, e.g.:
accuracy
time response
robustness to overload
maintainability
modifiability, etc.

reliability and availability
usability (by the operator)
security (external attack)
fail-safe response
functional correctness

22
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Restricted types of claim expansion
Claim expansion language initially unconstrained
CAE
Empirically found a small set of constructs useful
These enable
More formal underpinnings
Derived systematic checklists and tables
More uniformity and regularity in cases
Gradually introduced in our work
Part of work for the nuclear industry

23

23
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Claim element tables

Claim C1

Argument
A

Sub-claim
C11

Sub-claim
C12

Warrant or sideclaim W

Sub-claim
C1n

24
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Map evidence to claims
iterative selection of techniques that generate evidence

25
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Selecting techniques and activities to generate evidence
Catalogues of techniques e.g. in IEC 61508 Part3
P Bishop book
Standards leave it as “exercise for the reader” in
justifying selection
Supported by case
Two useful mappings are
Activities/techniques
role in case
Attributes -> techniques
Examples tables

26
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Application of the framework
1. Development of argumentation structures - templates
I&C system consisting of only one computing unit and
implementing a set of I&C functions F in order to guarantee a
condition C in the plant
2. Review of a large number of documents to justify a
modernisation project

27/04/2012

Top-level decomposition

System S is adequate
to guarantee C in I&C
architecture of plant P

Spec(S) is
adequate to
guarantee C

S implements
Spec(S)

28
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Spec(S) is adequate
Rule-based
Sound and rigorous elicitation and specification process
Identification of input documents
Appropriate specification methods and languages
…
Goal-based
All relevant attributes considered and specified
Specification has desired properties (clarity, consistency, …)
Risk-informed
Does not imply unsafe behaviour

27/04/2012

S implements
Spec(S)

Spec(A)+Spec(B)
+Spec(C)
+Spec(Arch)
+operation
constraints =>
Spec(S)

Architecture of S is A,
B, C and
interconnections

A
implements
Spec(A)

Attribute
expansion
(behaviour)

Functionality

Time
response

B
implements
Spec(B)

Implementation
hazards
controlled

Vulnerabilities
minimised

C
implements
Spec(C)

Compliance
with principles

Development
process

Design

30
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Example of architecture decomposition
Operating system
Application
And on operating system
Time-based behaviour (rather than event based)
Cyclic
Not directly affected by plant conditions
Expanded into more specific claims and arguments

31
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Other example
120 documents
Grouped according to phases and scope of
documents

32
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Scope of documents
some documents provided context for the justification, e.g.,
explaining the structure of the documentation and the groups used
some documents contained claims about the justification itself and
its quality and process, and hence were part of what we usually
call the meta-case
some documents were a mixture of claims, arguments or evidence
and information

27/04/2012
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Observations on arguments
Clear separation between requirements spec and requirements
satisfaction
Justification of “meet the spec” based on architectural
decomposition
Strong emphasis on compliance with standards

27/04/2012
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And on structure
Structuring documentation and understanding role of document
makes us think explicitly about
Models for decomposition
Scope of each of documents
Different types of decomposition were used for different
components
Structure and justification harder to understand
Arguments not made explicit
Difficult to understand the overall argument
Need to go through a number of documents to ”stitch together”
the overall argument
No clear separation between arguments and evidence

27/04/2012
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Review of documents
to understand the overall arguments used to justify the system
to understand the scope of the justification, and how it was shaped
by the particular application
to understand the overall structure of the case, in particular how
the justification partitioned and composed different architecture
components, and which strategies were used to justify these
components
to map the evidence available against goals
to review how different approach of triangle were addressed (if at
all)

27/04/2012

So what
Understand overall approach
Controlling mind
Identify areas that are not addressed by available documents
Gaps in the argumentation or evidence
Focus evidence generation on what matters
Review and validate safety justification framework

38
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Next steps
Develop draft Framework
Envisage two parts:
Part 1 Overview and principles
Part 2 Implementation guidance
Consolidate existing material and enhance for Cat A systems
Continue working on Cat A templates
Use Case studies to develop specific CAE structures
Develop examples as part of Public case study and WP5

27/04/2012

Outline of SJF framework
Part 1 Overview and principles
Introduction to CAE
Architecting cases
Core arguments and evidence
Increasing formality
Phased approach
Challenging cases
Relationship to licensing
Appendices on background
why software difficult, why reliability meaningful,
standards

40
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Outline of SJF framework
Part 2 Implementation guidance (link to case studies)
Introduction, how to use the guidance
Templates (based on CAE, claims, arguments, evidence)
Nuclear Cat A overall protection system (diverse system) -case
study
Impact of change justification – as good as before
Guidance on evidence to support different attributes.
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HARMONICS - WP2 Methods
Quantification of Failure Probabilities
Euratom Fission-2010-7.0.2:
Reliability of programming for automation
HARMONICS End user workshop, April 17-18, 2012, Helsinki
Nguyen Thuy, EDF R&D
HARMONICS Scientific Coordinator

27/04/2012
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Introduction
Quantification of software failure probabilities for PSA
purposes
Representation of "software failures" in PSA cannot be
made correctly using the same principles and approaches
as for "hardware failures"
Objective of the presentation: to express the software
standpoint
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The Needs of PSA

Cause 2

Cause 1

C154

E182

FSA1*
* Frequency of
Spurious
Actuation

Operator
action with
I&C support

Automatic
I&C actions

I&C
failure

PIE Action 1
BG34B

C32

PFD1

Action 2

Action 3

Action 4

Action 5

Action 6

E75

I19

C31

H15

I28

PFD2

PFD3

Action 7 N° Freq. Cons.
E03
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First Reflexions
Development faults contribute to the
Function
three types of "parameters" needed for PSA
Function
G
K
Probabilities of Failure on Demand (PFDs)
Frequencies of Spurious Actuation
Beta-factors
Function
H
A digital system usually performs many
of the actions cited by the PSA
But one should not assume that their PFDs are equal
One should also not assume that the beta-factors
between those actions is always 1
Parameter values are attached to failure modes, not to the system
Beta-factors are not necessarily symmetric
Not all parameters need to be quantified with good accuracy
Sensitivity studies may be used to identify those of interest
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Current State of the Art in the
Quantification of "Software" Failure Probabilities
Conformance to IEC 61508
Operating Experience (OE)
Statistical Testing
Fault Injection
…
None of these approaches is widely accepted for high-claim
reliabilities
They usually provide a number for the whole system, not for
individual failure modes

6
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The System Architecture Needs to be Considered
An Example Ab Absurdo
System A developed to SIL i
PFD estimated to be H
System C

System B is diverse, also
developed to SIL i, by a different,
independent team
PFD also estimated to be H
between A and B < 1
Consider System C
Developed to SIL i
What is the PFD: H or Hx ?

System A

System B

SIL i
PFD: H

SIL i
PFD: H

OR
SIL i
PFD: H or Hx ?

7
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A Hypothetical Safety I&C System Architecture
Necessary ingredients to fail one
subsystem
Faults in multiple redudancies and
concurrent activating conditions
Not only in software: also in
requirements specification, in HDL
designs, in overall system design
Failure propagation between
redundancies
Necessary ingredients to fail the system
Concurrent failure of the two
subsystems
Failure of the ORs
Failure of highly redundant systems is
intimately related to the notion of
common-cause failure (CCF)

Subsystem A
Application functions

I&C platform

Voting logic
2 oo 4 vote
OR
2 oo 4 vote
Voting logic

Same I&C platform
Diverse application
functions
Subsystem B

27/04/2012
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Proposed Analytical Approach 1/4
Identify the parameters critical to the PSA (and the failure modes of
interest)
E.g., based on a sensitivity analysis
Develop an architectural model of the system
Processing units, data communication links
Main software components: Operating System, Elementary
Function Blocks, Application Functions, Functional
Requirements, ...

9
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Architectural Model of the
Hypothetical System
Subsystem A
APU
Function
G

Function
K

Function
H

VCU

D
C
U

D
C
U

Application Functions &
their Functional
Requirements

Elementary
Function Blocks

Operating System

SubSystem B
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Proposed Analytical Approach 2/4
Identify the architectural items that could affect a parameter
of interest
Identify the possible mechanisms that could cause these
items to fail in a mode that affect the parameter
Failure mechanism: fault + activating condition

For SW components for which faults cannot precluded,
postulate a single fault and determine the maximum failure
scope within the system
Effects on the host computing unit: fatal failure (ordered
or haphazard), obviously incorrect behaviour, incorrect
but plausible behaviour
Failure propagation throughout the system architecture
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Subsystem A

D
C
U

D
C
U

Subsystem B

D
C
U

D
C
U
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Subsystem A

D
C
U

D
C
U

Subsystem B

D
C
U

D
C
U
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Subsystem A

D
C
U

D
C
U

Subsystem B

D
C
U

D
C
U
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Subsystem A

D
C
U

D
C
U

Subsystem B

D
C
U

D
C
U
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Proposed Analytical Approach 3/4
Identify the defences provided against each mechanism
Defensive measures against faults, but also against
(concurrent) activating conditions
Defences taken during design, or during operation
Estimate the effectiveness of the defences
Identify the dominant failure mechanisms: the failure
rates will be mostly determined by these mechanisms

27/04/2012

Partitioning of
Credible Failure
Mechanisms

Defences
Against Faults

Defences Against
Activating
Conditions

16

Estimation of
Dominant
Failure Rates
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Proposed Analytical Approach 4/4
Apply appropriate quantification approaches to quantify the
contribution of those dominant mechanisms to the failure rate
of the architectural item
IEC 61508, OE, statistical testing, best judgment, ...
The understanding of failure mechanisms and the defensive
measures against them may also be used to estimate betafactors between architectural items
Insert the failure rates of individual architectural items and the
estimated beta-factors in the architectural model
Use the model to calculate the failure probility at system level
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Topics Still Being Investigated
On-going work
Independence assumptions need justifying
Empirical work shows indepedence a special case
Correlation could both enhance or undermine claims
Currently much research
Using PFD (Probability of Failure on Demand) and PNP
(Probability Not Perfect)
Conservative bounds

19
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Knight and Leveson 1986
100
90

Improvement factor

80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
0.00001

0.0001

0.001

mean pfd (single)

2oo3 vote (rather than 1oo2)
Better for more reliable program versions, but much worse than
independence
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Van der Meulen, Strigini and Revilla 2008

1oo2 vote
Simple problem (3n+1), thousands
Homogeneous (same language)
Plateau higher with diverse language pairs

20
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Conclusion
No "easy" method like for hardware
Conventional wisdom regarding the quantification of "software"
failure probabilities is not always a good guide
The Operating System usually has defensive measures
ensuring that it is not a dominant cause of failure on
demand
Elementary Function Blocks can usually be verified to a
point where residual faults are very unlikely
The most likely culprits are faults in functional requirements
Thus, functional diversity and segregation do make a
difference, even when using the same platform
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Some comments from a Regulator
EU FP7 project HARMONICS
End-user workshop
Helsinki April 2012
Bo Liwång
Senior Expert, Electrical and I&C Systems
Swedish Radiation Safety Authority (SSM)
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The author during excavation
of a neolithic grave (2750 –
2300 BC) on the island of
Gotland June – July 2006

The Excavation
of Software
Systems
Properties

2
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“The Seven Party Report” (TF-SCS)
Licensing of safety critical software for nuclear reactors
Common position of seven European
nuclear regulators and authorised
technical support organisations
BEL V, Belgium
BfS, Germany
CSN, Spain
ISTec, Germany
NII, United Kingdom
SSM, Sweden
STUK, Finland
REVISION 2010
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The Seven Party Report (2010) content:

15 Generic Licensing Issues:
8 Lifecycle Phase Licensing Issues
Report can be found on the different organisations web. The
Swedish SSM report 2010:01 via this link
http://www.stralsakerhetsmyndigheten.se/Global/Publikationer/Rapport/Sakerhet-vidkarnkraftverken/2010/SSM-Rapport-2010-01.pdf
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TF-SCS Report 2010
Part 1: Generic Licensing Issues.
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9
1.10
1.11
1.12
1.13
1.14
1.15

Safety Demonstration
System Classes, Function Categories and graded requirements
for Software
Reference Standards
Use and validation of pre-existing software (PSW)
Tools
Organizational Requirements
Software Quality Assurance Programme and Plan
Security
Formal Methods
Independent Assessment
Graded Requirements for Safety Related Systems
(New and Pre-existing Software)
Software Design Diversity
Software Reliability
Use of Operating Experience
Smart Sensors and Actuators
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TF-SCS Report 2010 cont.2
Part 2: Life Cycle Phase Licensing Issues.
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8

Computer Based System Requirements
Computer System Design
Software Design and Structure
Coding and Programming Directives
Verification
Validation and Commissioning
Change Control and Configuration Management
Operational Requirements

6
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The Seven Party Report: Safety plan (in the Introduction)

The task force has adopted the view that three basic independent
types of evidence can and must be produced:
evidence related to the quality of the development process;
Evidence related to the adequacy of the product; and
evidence of the competence and qualifications of the staff involved
in all of the system life cycle phases
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Safety Plan (cont.)

As a consequence, the task force reached early agreement on an
important fundamental recommendation that applies at the inception
of any project, namely:
A safety plan shall be agreed upon at the beginning of the project
between the licensor and the licensee.
This plan shall identify how the safety demonstration will be
achieved. More precisely,
The plan shall identify the types of evidence that will be used, and
how and when this evidence shall be produced.
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The Past
The CEMSIS project (2001 – 2003. www.cemsis.org ). Total 8 partners. The
specific technical objectives of CEMSIS were to:
Develop a safety justification framework for the refurbishment of SIS that is
acceptable to different stakeholders (licensing bodies, utilities, suppliers)
within the Member States
Develop approaches for establishing the safety requirements for control
system refurbishment together with an associated engineering process
Develop justification approaches for widely used modern technologies, i.e.
- COTS products and graphical specification languages
Evaluate these developments on realistic examples taken from actual
projects
Disseminate the results of our work to plant operators and regulators
within the EU

WP1 Safety Justification Framework
Pierre-Jacques Courtois
Association Vinçotte Nuclear, Brussels
courtois@info.ucl.ac.be

To design a safety system means creating
and knowing what one is doing, and not exploiting
the hazardous game of the unknown.

It is not sufficient that a system be safe
and its software correct;
there must also be a means to show this.
no: 10

CEMSIS
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CEMSIS WP1.1 Questionnaire
Set of questions based on:
the ARMONIA report (EUR 19265) released last November,
and on the topics that were identified as being difficult issues
open for further investigation by the expert group of this
project;
the topics addressed by the different CEMSIS WP'S.
Aim:
Identification by operators, suppliers and regulators - for
problematic areas - of the current applicable national regulator
requirements and/or good industrial practices for licensing SIS
software
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WP1.1 Review: Question areas (1)
Safety Categories:
classes of requirements and/or practices?
ranking criteria (such as the existence or absence of a
redundant back-up, a pure informative output versus a direct
action, the importance of the consequences of a failure,...)?
major relaxations on design, V&V.. ?
Specific Requirements/restrictions/relaxations for distinct sorts of
software:
Input/output drivers, Run time and OS code (operating
systems), Application software, Code generated by graphical
systems, or by other code generating tools (issues of tool
validation), Support systems, services, libraries, auxiliary
systems, tools...
Specific requirements/restrictions, for pre-existing software / COTS
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WP1.1 Review: Question Areas (2)
Safety Case:
Safety case structure (scheme) agreed upon?
How and by whom was it defined?
Required contents of the safety demonstration?.
Organisation and structure (framework) for claims, sub-claims,
arguments, proofs, evidence...
Diversity/Redundancy
Requirements, if any, for diversity at architecture or system level?
For software diversity?
Requirements/restrictions to deal with software common mode failures?
Software Reliability
quantitative estimations (numbers)? how is it dealt with without?
Data collection for operational experience
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Safety Justification
Extract from CEMSIS conclusions

The need for a pre-defined safety justification framework – available at the start
of a project - is recognized. However, except for procedures which formalize
negotiations between licensee and licensor, none is defined or in use
yet.(addressed by WP1)
Current practices to define and collect evidence seem rather informal and nonsystematic.
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Experience from Sweden (Regulator view

Context:
Vendors: ABB-Atom, Westinghouse, Areva
Platforms: AC160, Common Q, Teleperm XS
Standards: IEC and IEEE
Utilities: Ringhals and Oskarshamn
Original Contracts: One Joint Project, the rest Turn-Key

27/04/2012
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Experience from Sweden
Early in the projects there were:
- No real licensing strategy at the utility
- No real licensing strategy at the supplier
- No real common licensing strategy between supplier and utility
(difference in culture, history and regulatory environment)
and
No real communication with the regulator

17
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The experience from performed modernisation
projects transformed to requirements

There is a need early in the projects for a Safety Justification Strategy and
Plan to reach:
A common understanding between the utility and regulator how the
safety justification will be performed
A common understanding between the utility and the supplier what
evidence/arguments that will be used in the justification
A plan for the production and documentation of the evidence/arguments
A schedule for the delivery of plans and evidence/arguments to the
regulator
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The Safety Justification Strategy

The Safety Justification shall help to show:
That all safety important issues are covered
That of all the documents that are produced, the most important
ones are used in the justification
That there are a balance in the arguments and evidence between
the different issues. Weakness in arguments/evidence for one issue
can not be compensated by higher confidence on another issue
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The “Big Picture”
When developing new strategies, methods, and tools, it is necessary
to ask the question:
How does this fit in and help the Safety Justification?
Development of new methods and tools has no purpose of its own, it
must have a positive effect on the safety of the system and/or the
Safety Justification
It is not sufficient that a system be safe and its software correct;
there must also be a means to show this.

27/04/2012
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New Dimensions in Safety Justification

The HARMONICS project introduce some new dimensions in the
Safety Justification:
Statistical testing
Formal verifications
Software reliability quantification

27/04/2012
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Valid and Consistent DOCUMENTATION is
the most Important issue

27/04/2012

HARMONICS - WP2 Methods
Statistical Testing
Euratom Fission-2010-7.0.2:
Reliability of programming for automation
HARMONICS End user workshop, April 17-18, 2012, Helsinki
Nguyen Thuy, EDF R&D
HARMONICS Scientific Coordinator

1
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Overview of Statistical Testing
Tested
System

System Inputs

Test Case
Generator

System Outputs

Test
Bench

Oracle

Claimed Probability of Failure
on Demand (PFD)

Confidence

Number of Tests

10-4

90%

23000

10-4

95%

30000

10-4

99%

46000

10-3

99%

4600

Test
Cases

2
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Research Topics
Need to minimise errors common to the tested system and the
oracle
Otherwise, statistical testing loses all credibility
Need to improve 'practical' aspects
Simulation-based testing
Reduction of number of ‘spurious alarms'
Clarify role in safety justification
Identify the inherent limits of (statistical) testing
Complementary use of statistical testing and formal verification
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Classical Oracle:
Calculation of System Outputs by Diverse Implementation
And comparison with those of the tested
system
Starting point for both system and oracle:
the same functional diagrams
Limits
Same functional requirements
(functional diagrams)
Faults
will lead to CCF
For complex algorithms, different
teams might make similar errors

Tested
System
Oracle
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Alternative Approach 1:
Verification of High-Level Properties
Oracle checks that the system outputs
meet required high-level properties
Benefits
High Level
Algorithms for the oracle are more Properties
likely to be different from those
of the tested system
High-level properties (upstream
of functional diagrams) are likely to
be more functional and closer to the
real requirements
Spurious discrepancies are less
likely to be an issue
Barriers
Need to identify explicitly those
high-level properties

Tested
System
System Outputs

Oracle
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Alternative Approach 2:
Process / I&C Co-Simulation, Process Properties
Process
System inputs are provided by a process simulator
Model
System outputs are sent to the simulator
Required
Process
Properties
Inputs can reflect past system actions
Oracle checks that required process
properties are satisfied
Barriers
Need of a suitable process simulator
Benefits
Oracle
Closed-loop interaction between
system and process simulator
Safety requirements expressed in a way very
different from functional diagrams and closer to the
process
Spurious discrepancies probably less of an issue

System
Inputs

Process
Simulator
System
Outputs

Tested
System
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Simulation-Based Testing
Software behaviour is simulated on a
workstation
Workstation can also run the oracle(s)
Possible concurrent use of multiple
workstations
Test cases are independent
Reduction of execution times
Possible use of massively parallel
super-computers
Execution times no longer an
issue, even for high reliability
targets

Simulation
+ Oracle

System Inputs

Test
Cases

Test Case
Generator

Tests Results
(Simulation
outputs
+ Oracle
verdicts)
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Why Simulation-Based Testing?
Safety-Related Benefits
Simulator can be designed to allow
greater control, and facilitate
observation, of internal states
Simulation of all divisions
Might be necessary when the
system outputs affect the
subsequent inputs
Uncertainties regarding relative
events frequencies could be dealt
with by 'brute force'
Could provide a solution for systems
operating in continuous mode
Could help statistical testing
becoming a mainstream technique

Practical Benefits
High number of tests can be
performed in much shorter times
than with the real system
Provided 'spurious
discrepancies' are not too
numerous
Adverse impacts on
construction schedule much
less likely
Costs also likely to be significantly
lower
Higher level of automatisation
Test platform costs much lower
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Inventory of Simulator Types
Sim1: simulation of functional diagrams (application software)
Sim2: simulation of the C-code of application software
Distributed processors operating cyclically and asynchronously
Data communications, also cyclical and asynchronous
Inputs / outputs
Sim3: simulation of the binary code of application software
Sim4: simulation of the binary code executed by the CPUs
Binary code of application and platform software
Sim5: Sim4 + simulation of firmware in communication and I/O boards
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Assessments
Evaluation of each simulator type
'Distance' from real system
Can differences in behaviour with respect to real system be
bounded in an acceptable and useable manner?
Sim1 and Sim2 not likely to be sufficient
Justifications
E.g., in the case of Sim3, why would it be acceptable to leave
the Operating System out
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Simulator Development
First target: Sim4
To be extended to Sim5
Investigation of the acceptability of Sim3
Simulator requirements
Hardware platform to be simulated
User requirements
E.g., save intermediate simulation stages, control the
'phase' of indivudual processing unit, access to internal
software state variables, interfaces with test bench,
portability, ...
Qualification requirements
Simulator development
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Experimentation
Experimentation on conventional workstations
Compare simulators outputs with real system time-stamped
outputs, to confirm the differences determined on a purely
analytical basis
Port the selected simulator on the EDF R&D massively parallel
super-computer
Qualification of the selected simulator
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Complementary Use of Statistical Testing and Formal Verification
Individual tests must be short
failures triggered by long elapsed
times or signal trajectories will not be revealed
System (and software) internal states can influence outputs
… but are not always known and controlable based only on
inputs
Static analysis / formal verification may be used to ascertain that
internal states variables are identified and verified not to lead to
failure
Formal verification of integrity properties
Formal verification of structural properties
Safety justification frameworks to clarify respective claims and to
clarify how statistical testing and formal verification complement
one another
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HARMONICS
EUG-Meeting-Helsinki 2012
Structure and Complexity of Digital I&C
JOSEF MÄRTZ
ISTec GmbH, Forschungszentrum, D-85748 Garching n. Munich
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Characteristics of current Digital I&C-Systems
Graphic based specification of functionality
Logic circuit of basic elements
Code generation on basis of graphical specification

Representative Digital I&C-Systems
TELEPERM XS
COMMON Q
TRICON
KNICS (in development)

27.04.2012
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Challenges in Assessment of Digital I&C-Systems
Size - Entire functionality of I&C implemented in Software
Complexity of Software

Approach for tackling Challenges
Structural Decomposition with corresponding Assessment-Methods
Complexity-Analysis supporting Assessment Activities

27.04.2012
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Quantity Structureof Application-Specific-SW
Prototype of a Control and Limitation System implemented
in TELEPERM XS (TXS) Technology
Implementation comprises the functional
domains:
Data Acquisition
Signal-Processing (LEFU)
Voting

About 1100 Function Diagrams
About 2000 – 3000 Pages of
Function-Diagrams

27.04.2012
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Architecture / Basic Structure
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Decomposition of Assessment for Digital I&C-Systems
Invariant Components of I&C-SW
Type-Testing
– Once for all
– Independent of specific application
Assessment of Suitability for specific application
Application Specific Components of I&C-SW
Type-Testing of Code-Generator
Assessment of generated Code (RETRANS)

27.04.2012
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Support of Complexity-Analysis to Assessment of
- invariant Components of DIC-SW
- application-specific components of DIC-SW

27.04.2012
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Complexity-Analysis of Function-Blocks

White Box View
Lexical and Syntactical Analysis of the Source-Code implementing the
Functional Blocks
Complexity Measures generated by Static Analysis Tools
(e.g. LOGISCOPE, LDRA-Testbed, MALPAS)

Black Box View
derived from documentation of FB‘s (e.g. User Manuals)
aiming at the risk of misunderstanding of the functionality
and of wrong usage of a Function-Block
8

8
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Analysis of Function-Diagrams ?
Function-Diagram

Circuit
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Computer-Programm
FixInt Calc_v(FixInt x1, FixInt x2, FixInt y1, FixInt y2)
{
FixInt nenner;
nenner = I_SUB(x1,x2);
if (nenner != 0)
{
y1 = I_DIV(y1, 0x03E80000);
nenner = I_DIV(nenner, 0x03E80000);
return I_DIV(I_SUB(y1,y2),nenner);
}
else
{
return 0;
}
}
FixInt Calc_z(FixInt x1, FixInt x2, FixInt y1, FixInt y2)
{
FixInt nenner;
nenner = I_SUB(x1,x2);
if (nenner != 0)
{
y1 = I_DIV(y1, 0x03E80000);
y2 = I_DIV(y2, 0x03E80000);
if (I_ABS(nenner) > 0x10000)
return I_SUB(I_MUL(I_DIV(x1,nenner),y2),I_MUL(I_
else
return I_SUB(I_DIV(I_MUL(x1,y2),nenner),I_DIV(I
}
else
{
return 0;
}
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Complexity-Features of Function Diagrams in Digital I&C
Size
Number of FBs
Internal Complexity
Complexity of Interconnection
Logical (functional) complexity
External Complexity
Connections among Function-Diagrams
I/O-Signals
Variants and
Modes of Behaviour (Internal states)
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Relevance of Complexity-Evaluation
- Guidance and Estimation of Assessment Effort
- Reliability-Estimation
Objective Basis for Degree of Belief – BBN
- Guidance for Testing
- Improvement of Quality of SW-Product
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Round table comments from
the End User Group
HARMONICS End User Workshop, 17-18 April, 2012, Helsinki
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Round table comments from the End User Group
What are the major needs we should focus on?
What should be achieved in 2-3 years?
What should be achieved in 4-10 years?
What solutions/methods/technologies should be
explored or applied in HARMONICS?
How would you like to interact with
HARMONICS?
Get reports, review of the work done,
workshops, provide cases, …

HARMONICS topics
• V&V methods and techniques
• Formal verification
• Code analysis
• Statistical testing
• Operating experience
• Quantification of SW reliability
• Requirements
• Safety justification
• Harmonisation

